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Let H be a real separable Hilbert space and let E/H be a nuclear space with
the chain of Hilbert spaces [Ep : p=1, 2, 3, ...] such that E=p=1 Ep . Let E* and
E&p denote the dual spaces of E and Ep , respectively. Let Cp be the collection of
real-valued functions f defined on E&p such that f is uniformly continuous on
bounded subsets of E&p and such that & f &, p :=supx # E&p[ | f (x)| exp(&
1
2 |x|
2
&p)]
is finite. Set C=p=1 Cp . Then C is a complete countably normed space
equipped with the family [&}&, p : p=1, 2, 3, ...] of norms. In this paper it is shown
that to every bounded linear functional F in C* , there corresponds a signed
measure &F such that F(.)=E* .(x) &F (dx) for . # C. It is also shown that there
exists some p such that the measurable support of & is contained in E&p and
E&p exp(
1
2 |x|
2
&p) |&F| (dx)<. This result extends the Riesz representation
theorem to infinite dimensions. In the course of the proof, an infinite dimensional
analogue of the Weierstrass approximation theorem is also established on E*.
 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The well-known Riesz representation theorem asserts that to each
bounded linear functional F on C0(Rn) there corresponds a unique finite
signed Borel measure & on Rn such that F( f ) can be represented by an
integral of f with respect to & for each f # C0(Rn), where C0(Rn) is the
Banach space of continuous real-valued functions on Rn vanishing at
infinity. The above theorem has been generalized for various classes of con-
tinuous functions C(X) over various topological spaces X (see, for example,
[3, 57] and the references cited there). In the present paper we shall
generalize the Riesz representation theorem to infinite dimensions. The
underlying infinite dimensional space under consideration will be taken to
be the dual space E* of a nuclear space E. An important step towards such
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a generalization on E* has been done in Kondrat’ev [9], Yokoi [18], and
Lee [15], there it was shown that to every positive generalized white noise
functinal F there corresponds a positive Borel measure &F on E* such that
the measurable support of &F is contained in E&p and
F( f )=|
E*
f (x) &F (dx) (1.1a)
for any f # (E ), where (E ) is the space of test white noise functionals and
f is the continuous version of f (see Section 2 for the preliminaries in white
noise analysis). Moreover, there exists some p>0 such that
|
E&p
e12 |x|
2
&p &F (dx)<. (1.1b)
(see Lee [15]). Being inspired by the above representation theorem, one
might ask if it is possible to represent every generalized white noise func-
tional F (i.e., F # (E )*) by an integral with respect to a signed measure &F .
The answer is negative. For a counterexample, see Remark 4.4. This is
caused by the fact that (E) is not a vector lattice so that F may not be writ-
ten as a difference of two positive generalized white noise functionals.
In the present paper we introduce a larger space C of test functionals
which is a vector lattice and which includes (E ) as a dense subspace (see
Section 2), and then we prove that to every continuous functional F # C*
there corresponds a finite signed measure &F such that (1.1a) and (1.1b)
hold for every f # C . This establishes a version of the Riesz representation
theorem on E*. The precise statement of the theorem is given in Section 4.
The construction of the space C and some preliminaries in white noise
analysis are included in Section 2. In the course of the proof we also
establish in Section 3 an infinite dimensional analogue of the Weierstrass
approximation theorem.
1.1. Remark. Our main result (Theorem 4.1) appears in a form similar
to Proposition 1.7 given in Kre e [7, p. 48]. One might ask whether Kre e’s
result could imply Theorem 4.1. The answer is negative, as we shall see
below. First, we state Kre e’s result as a theorem.
1.1.1. Theorem [7]. Let X be a completely regular space and Z a com-
plex normed space. Let Q be a family of lower semicontinuous functions
q: X  [0, ). For q # Q define
Cq (X, Z)
=[. : X  Z : . is continuous and &.&q=supx &.(x)&z e
&q(x)<].
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Assume that for any =>0 and for any q # Q, there exist a q$ # Q and a
compact set K/X such that, for x  K,
exp(q$(x)&q(x))=. (1.2)
Set CQ(X, Z)=q # Q Cq(X, Z) and endow it with projective limit topology.
Then the dual space of CQ(X, Z) is identified with the space MQ(X, Z$) of
Z$-valued measures given by
MQ(X, Z$)={+ # M(X, Z$) : _q # Q such that |X eq(x) d |+| (x)<= .
We are particularly interested in the case where X=E* and Z=R.
Observe that C=CQ if Q is taken to be Q1=[ 12 |x|
2
&p : p1] or
Q2=[1m |x| 2&p : m1, p1]. It is easy to see that neither Q1 nor Q2
satisfies the condition (1.2) for any compact subset K/E*; thus
Theorem 1.1.1 does not imply Theorem 4.1. In fact, for any q, q$ # Q, say
q(x)=1m |x| 2&s , q$(x)=1n |x|
2
&t , and for any compact set K/E*, then
exist r>s 6 t and c>0 such that K/K1=[x # E&r : |x|&rc]. Then for
x  K1 , the left hand side of (1.2) becomes exp(&) which is undefined.
In this paper, we adapt the method given in [17, Chap. 14] to prove
Theorem 4.1. First we show that every positive continuous linear functional
is represented by measure by using Minlos’ theorem and the Weierstrass
theorem (Theorem 3.5), then by using the lattice structure of C and by
writing the linear functional under consideration by two positive functionals
we prove an infinite dimensional version of the Riesz representation theorem.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In order to state our main results precisely and to fix the notations, we
review briefly the elements of white noise analysis below. For details, we refer
the reader to [4, 10, 11, 14, 15].
Generalized White Noise Functionals
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space withy norm | } | and inner product
( } , } ), and let A be a densely defined positive self-adjoint operator on H
such that its inverse A&1 exists and is of HilbertSchmidt type such that
#=sup|x|=1(A
&1x, x)<1.
For any p>0, let Ep=D(Ap) be the domain of Ap. Then Ep is a real
separable Hilbert space with norm |x| p=|Apx|. Let E&p denote the comple-
tion of H with respect to the norm |x|&p=|A&px|. Then E&p becomes the
dual of Ep . For pq, we have Ep/Eq . Put E=p>0 Ep and endow E with
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the projective limit topology induced by the Ep’s. Then E is a nuclear space
[1] with dual space given by E*=p>0 E&p . It is well-known that E*
carries a centered Gaussian measure + with characteristic function C(!)=
exp(&12 |!|
2) for ! # E, and, for p1, the support of + is contained in E&p
and (H, E&p) forms an abstract Wiener space with Wiener measure +. The
probability space (E*, B, +) with the _-field B of Borel subsets in E* will
serve as the underlying infinite dimensional space in the investigation of this
paper. In particular, when H=L2(R1), it is usual to choose A=&d 2dx2+
(1+x2). In this case, Ep=Sp (p # R1) so that E=S=S(R1) and E*=
S$=S$(R1).
For each p0, let (E)p=D(1(Ap)) and let (E)0=(H)=L2(E*, +), where
1 denotes the second quantization. (E)p is a Hilbert space with norm &.&2, p
given by
&.&2, p={ :

n=0
1
n!
&Dn+.(0)&2HSn[E&p]=
12
(2.1)
where +f (!)=E* f (x+!) +(dx), D
n+f (0) denotes the nth H-derivative of
+f at the origin [2], and HSn[W] denotes the class of HilbertSchmidt
type n-linear operators on the Hilbert space W with norm & }&HSn[W] (see
also Theorem 2.1 below). Let & }&2 denote the norm of (H). We have
&.&2, p=&1(Ap).&2 . Clearly, (E)p/(E)q if p>q. Set (E)=p>0 (E)p and
endow (E) with the projective limit topology. Then (E) becomes a nuclear
space as well as a topological algebra. (E) then serves as the test functionals
in white noise analysis. Denote the dual space of (E) by (E)*. Let (E)&p
denote the completion of (H ) with respect to the norm &.&2, &p=
&1(A&p).&2 . Then (E)p*=(E)&p and (E)* is the inductive limit of (E)p*
with (E)*=p>0 (E)&p . In partricular, when E=S, H=L
2(R1) and
E*=S$, members of (S)* are called generalized white noise functionals or,
simply, Hida distributions.
Analytic Version of Test White Noise Functionals
For a real linear space V, we denote its complexification by CV. If V is
a normed linear space, the norm of CV is taken to be the Euclidean norm
inuce by the norm & }&V of V. For notational convenience, we shall also use
& }&V to denote the norm of CV. For each p # R1, let Ap denote the space of
analytic functions f defined on CE&p satisfying the following property:
(A) There exist a constant C, depending only on f, such that
| f (z)|C exp(12 |z|
2
&p)
for all z # CE&p .
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Define a norm & }&Ap on Ap by
& f &Ap= sup
z # CE&p
[| f (z)| exp(&12 |z|
2
&p)].
Then (Ap , & }&Ap) is a Banach space and Ap/Aq for pq. Put
A=p>0 Ap and endow A with the projective limit topology induced by
the family [Ap , p>0]. Then A becomes a locally convex space as well as
a topological algebra.
The following theorem shows that any member f # (E) has an analytic
extension to CE.
2.1. Theorem [15]. For any f # (E), there exists a function f # A such
that f (x)= f (x) for almost all x # E* with respect to +. A/(E) and the
embedding from A into (E) is continuous. Moreover, if we identify . with its
analytic version .~ # A , then the two family of norms [& }&2, p , p>0] and
[& }&Ap , p>0], are equivalent in (E) (or A).
The above theorem has been proved in [15] for the case E=S, but, for
the general case, it can be proved in a similar way without difficulties.
The Space C
Let C be the collection of real-valued continuous functions f defined on
E* such that, for each p # N, there exists some constant K, depending on f
and p, such that
| f (x)|Ke12 |x|
2
&p.
Since every bounded subset of E* is precompact, f is uniformly continuous
on every bounded subset in E*.
For each p # N, define a sequence of norms [& }&, p] in C as follows:
& f &, p= sup
x # E&p
[ | f (x)| exp(&12 |x|
2
&p)].
Clearly [& }&, p] are compatible and comparable (in fact, & f &, p
& f &, p+1 for f # C). Having these norms, C becomes a complete
countably normed space [1].
Let Cp denote the class of real-valued functions f defined on E&p and
satisfying the following properties:
(C-1) f is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of E&p .
(C-2) & f &, p<.
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Then [(Cp , & }&, p), p # N] are Banach spaces and we have C/Cp/
Cp+1/L2(+) and C= p # N Cp .
The Space C, c
Let C, c and Cp, c denote the complexification of C and Cp , respectively.
Cp, c is also a normed linear space with the Euclidean norm induced by
& }&, p . For notational convenience, we still use & }&, p to stand for the
norm for Cp, c ; that is, for . # Cp, c , &.&2, p is given by &Re .&
2
, p+
&Im .&2, p . Put C, c= p # N Cp, c . Then C, c , is also a countable normed
linear space.
3. A WEIERSTRASS THEOREM ON E*
Let P denote the collection of real-valued polynomial cylinder functions of
the form Q(x)=q((x, !1), ..., (x, !n)), where q is a polynomial in n variables
and !i # E. In this section we shall show that P is dense in C . To start with
we give some lemmas.
3.1. Lemma. Let ’ be a positive integer such that ’s0=
inf[s : #s(- 2)&1] and let [ fn] be a sequence of functions in Cp and
f # Cp+’ . Suppose that (i) fn converges to f uniformly on bounded subsets of
E&(p+’) and (ii) there exists a constant M such that, for all n,
& fn&, p+’M. Then fn converges to f in Cp .
Proof. Given =>0, choose r>0 so large that
2Me&(12)r2<=. (3.1)
Then, by assumption (i), we choose n so large such that
sup
|x|&(p+’)r
| fn(x)& f (x)|<=. (3.2)
Apply the assumption (ii) and use the estimations (3.1) and (3.2), we
obtain
| fn(x)& f (x)e&|x|
2
&(p+’){ | fn(x)& f (x)|,2Me&(12)r2,
if |x|&(p+’)r
if |x|&(p+’)>r
<=.
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It follows that
& fn& f &, p= sup
z # E&p
| fn(x)& f (x)| e&(12) |x|
2
&p
 sup
x # E&(p+’)
| fn(x)& f (x)| e&|x|
2
&(p+’)
<=.
This shows that fn converges to f in Cp . K
As a consequence of Lemma 2.1, we have
3.2. Lemma. Let [ fn] be a sequence of function in C and f # C . Then
fn converges to f if and only if (i) fn converges to f uniformly on bounded sub-
sets of E* and (ii) the set [ fn] is bounded in C .
In what follows, let [e1 , e2 , ...] be the CONS (complete orthonomal set)
consisting of the eigenvectors of A and let [*1 , *2 , ...] be the corresponding
eigenvalues of A with 1<*1<*2< } } } .
3.3. Lemma. Let Pn(x)=nj=1 (x, ej) ej (x # E*) and let f # Cp+1+’ ,
where ’s0. Define f Pn(x)= f (Pn (x)). Then f Pn # Cp+1+’ and f Pn  f in Cp
as n  .
Proof. Clearly, f Pn is uniformly continuous on E&(p+1+’) and, for
x # E&(p+1+’) ,
| f Pn(x)|& f &, p+1+’ e
(12) |Pnx|
2
&(p+1+’)
& f &, p+1+’ e
(12) |x|2&(p+1+’) (3.3)
which implies that & f Pn&, p+1+’  & f &, p+1+’ . This shows that
f Pn # Cp+1+’ . Next, observe that
|Pn (x)&x| 2&(p+1+’)|x|
2
&(p+’) \ :

j=n+1
*&2j + . (3.4)
Let n  . Then (3.4) implies that |Pn (x)&x| &(p+1+’) converges
uniformly on bounded subsets of E&(p+’) and, by the uniform continuity
of f, we concluded that f Pn  f uniformly on bounded subsets of E&(p+q) .
It follows from (3.3) that & f Pn&, p+’& f Pn&, p+1+’& f &, p+1+’ .
Thus [ f Pn] is bounded in Cp+’ . Then apply Lemma 3.1, one sees that
f Pn  f in Cp as n  . K
Notation. Let Vq (r) denote the ball [x # E&q : |x|&qr]
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3.4. Lemma. Let ’s0 and let f # Cp+2’ . Then +t f  f in Cp as t  0,
where +t f =+t V f.
Proof. We complete the proof in three steps.
(Step 1) Claim that +t f # Cp+’ for t< 12 and the set [+t f : t<
1
2] is
bounded in Cp+’ .
First we show that +t f is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of
E&(p+2’) .
Assume that x, y # Vp+2’ (r) and let =>0 be a given arbitrary small
number. Choose b>0 so large that
2 & f &, p+2’ e
r2 |
[ |z|&(p+2’)>b]
e (12) |z
2
&( p+2’) +(dz)<=. (3.5)
Since f is uniformly continuous on Vp+2’ (r+b), there exists $>0 such
that if x, y # Vp+2’ (r+b) and |x&y|&(p+2’)<$, then
| f (x)& f (y)|<=. (3.6)
Now, for x, y # Vp+2’ (r) satisfying |x&y| &(p+2’)<$, we obtain
|+t f (x)&+t f ( y)||
E&( p+2’)
| f (x+- tz)& f ( y+- tz) |+(dz)
|
[ |z|&( p+2’)b]
=+(dz)
+|
[ |z|&(p+2’)>b]
2 & f &, p+2’ er
2e (12) |z|
2
&(p+2’) +(dz)
2=.
In the above estimate, the second inequality follows from (3.6) and the last
inequality follows by (3.5). This shows that +t f is uniformly continuous on
Vp+2’ (r).
Next, we have to prove that [+t f ] is uniformly bounded in Cp+’ . To
see this, let x # E&(p+’) . We have
|+t f (x)||
E&(p+2’)
| f (x+- ty)| +(dy)
& f &, p+2’ \|E&( p+2’) e
t |y|2&(p+2’) +(dy)+ e |x|2&( p+2’)
Ke (12) |x|
2
&(p+’),
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where K=& f &, p+2’(E&(p+2’) e
(12) |y|2&(p+2’) +(dy)). Consequently we have
&+t f &, p+’K. (3.7)
Thus [+t f : t< 12] is uniformly bounded in Cp+’ .
The assertion that +t f # Cp+’ now follows from (3.7) and the fact that
+t f is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of E&(p+’) (since every
bounded subset of E&(p+’) is bounded in E&(p+2’)).
(Step 2) Claim that, as t  0, +t f  f uniformly on bounded subsets
of E&(p+2’) .
Let =>0 be a given. Since f is uniformly continuous on Vp+2’ (r+1), there
exists $ # (0, 1) such that if x1 , x2 # Vp+2’ (r+1) satisfying |x1&x2| &(p+2’)
<$, then
| f (x1)& f (x2)|<=.
It follows that, for x # Vp+2’ (r), we have
|+t f (x)& f (x)||
E&( p+2’)
| f (x+y)& f (x)| +t (dy)
=|
[ |y|&(p+2’)<$]
| f (x+y)& f (x)| +t (dy)
+|
[ |y|&(p+2’)$]
| f (x+y)& f (x)| +t (dy)
=+|
[ |y|&(p+2’)($- t)]
& f &, p+2’ e
r2(et |y|
2
&(p+2’)+1) +(dy).
Now let t  0. We obtain
lim
t  0
sup
x # Vp+2’(r)
|+t f (x)& f (x)|<=.
Since = is arbitrary, we conclude that
lim
t  0
sup
x # Vp+2’(r)
|+t f (x)& f (x)|=0.
Thus +t f converges to f uniformly on bounded subsets of E&(p+2’) as
t  0.
(Step 3) It follows from (Step 1), (Step 2), and Lemma 3.1 that
+t f  f in Cp . K
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To conclude this section, we state and prove an infinite dimensional ver-
sion of the Weierstrass approximation theorem.
3.5. Theorem. P is dense in C .
Proof. For a given function f # C and for any p1, =>0, we need to
prove that there exists a function g # P such that &g& f &, p<=.
Regard f as a function in Cp+2’ and apply Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4,
one can find a small positive number t< 14 and a projection P=Pn as given
in Lemma 3.3 such that
&+t f P& f &, p<
=
2
. (3.8)
Let F= f P and let T=&P&2L |E&p , H] . Since +t+TF(h)=+t+TF(Ph), we
have, for h1 , h2 , ..., hm # H, Dm+t+T F(0)h1 , ..., hm=Dm+t+TF(0)(Ph1) } } }
(Phm). Apply the WienerIto decomposition theorem (see [12, 13, 15]),
the series
:

m=0
1
m! |E&p D
m+t+TF(0)(Px+iPy)m +T (dy) (3.9)
converges to +t F in L2[E*, +T].
Let gk denote the partial sum km=0 (1m!) E&p D
m+t+TF(0)
(Px+iPy)m +T (dy). We shall prove that gk converges in Cp . The key
estimate is given as follows:
:

m=0
1
m! } |E&p D
m+t+TF(0)(Px+iPy)m +T (dy) }
 :

m=0
1
m! |E&p &D
m+t+TF(0)&Lm[H]( |Px|
2+|Py| 2)m2 +T (dy)
{ :

m=0
(t+T)m
m!
&Dm+t+TF(0)&2HSm[H]=
12
_\|E&p e
( |Px|2+|Py |2)(2(t+T))+T (dy)+
{|E* |F(x)| 2 +t+T (dx)=
12
{|E&p e
T(2(t+T )) |Py |2+(dy)= e(12) |x|2&p.
The above estimate clearly implies that the sequence gn converges in Cp to
some function, say . Since gk has a subsequence which converges to +t F
a.e. with respect to +T and since both +t F and  are continuous, =+t F.
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Therefore we have proved that gk converges to +t F in Cp . Finally, for the
given =>0, we can choose k so large that
&gk&+t F&, p<
=
2
. (3.10)
Let g=gk and combine (3.8) and (3.10). We conclude that &g& f &, p<=.
K
3.6. Corollary. Let Z denote the linear space spanned by [exp(i! ) :
! # E]. Then Z is dense in C, c .
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.5 that the class of polynomials with
complex coefficients is dense in C, c . Apply the fact that =&1[exp(i=! )&1]
 i! in C as =  0 and recall that C is a topological algebra; Corollary
3.6 follows. K
4. A GENERALIZATION OF THE RIESZ REPRESENTATION
THEOREM TO E*
Our purpose in the present section is to establish a Riesz representation
for a bounded linear operator on C in terms of measure. We start with
a representation theorem for positive bounded linear functional on C .
A linear functional F on C is called positive if F(.)0 for all . # C with
.0.
4.1. Theorem. Let F be a bounded positive linear functional on C . Then
there exists a unique positive Borel measure &F on E* such that, for . # C ,
F(.)=|
E*
.(x) &F (dx). (4.1)
Moreover, there exists p # N such that the measurable support is contained
in E&p and E&p exp(
1
2 |x|
2
&p) &F (dx)<.
Proof. Extend F linearly to the complexification C, c of C ; then, for
! # E, the function /(!)=F(exp(i! )) is well-defined. It follows from the
positiveness of F that /(!) is positive definite. Since F is bounded on C ,
there exist p # N and some constant Mp such that
|F(.)|Mp &.&, p , (4.2)
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for all . # C . Applying (4.2) and the fact that &exp(i! 1)&exp(i! 2)&, p
- 2 |!1&!2 | p for !1 , !2 # E, we also see that /(!) is continuous on the
nuclear space E. Then Minlos’ theorem guarantees that there exists a
unique Borel measure &F such that (4.1) holds for .=exp(i! )(! # E). It
follows that (4.1) holds for . # Z. Since, by Corollary 3.6, the class Z
is dense in C, c , if . # C , there exists a sequence (n) of functions
in Z such that n  . in C, c . It follows that |E* n (x) &F (dx)&
E* .(x) &F (dx)|F( |n&.| )  0. Consequently, F(.)=E* .(x) &F (dx)
for . # C . Thus we have shown that (4.1) holds for . # C . To prove the
second assertion, let [gn] be a sequence of functions given by gn (x)=
exp( 12 
n
j=1 *
&2p
j (x, ej)
2). Clearly gn # C with &gn&, p1. Then, by the
monotone convergence theorem, we have
|
E*
e (12) |x|
2
&p &F (dx)= lim
n   |E* gn (x) &F (dx)
= lim
n  
F(gn)
Mp<. (4.3)
Since, for x # E*"E&p , exp( 12 |x|
2
&p)=, (4.3) implies that the measurable
support must be contained in E&p . This proves the second assertion and
hence completes the proof of the theorem. K
4.2. Theorem. Let F # C* . Then there exists a signed measure &F such
that
F(.)=|
E*
.(x) &F (dx)
for all . # C . Moreover, there exists some p # N such that the measurable
support of &F is contained in E&p and
|
E&p
e(12) |x|
2
&p |&F| (dx)<.
Proof. For F # C* , there always exist p # N and a constant Mp such
that
|F(.)|Mp &.&, p ,
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for all . # C . Regard C as a subspace of (Cp , & }&, p) and apply the
HahnBanach theorem. There exists an extension F of F to Cp such that
F # Cp* and
&F &= sup
. # C , &.& , p=1
|F(.)| .
We shall show that it is possible to construct on Cp two positive bounded
linear functionals F + , F & such that F =F +&F & by using the fact that Cp
is a vector lattice. The proof follows in a pattern similar to that given in
[17, Chap. 14].
First, for each nonnegative f in Cp , define
F +( f )= sup
0. f
F (.).
For an arbitrary function f in Cp , define
F +( f )=F +( f +& f & , p wp)&& f &, pF +(wp),
where wp(x)=exp( 12 |x|
2
&p). Then F + is linear, and positive and F +( f )
F ( f ) for f 0. Next define F &=F +&F ; then F & is also positive and
linear and F =F +&F & . It is easy to see that &F +&=F +(wp) and
&F &&=F &(wp). Thus we always have
&F &F +(wp)+F &(wp). (4.4)
We shall show that the equality in (4.4) holds. Let . be any function in Cp
such that .0 and &.&, p1. Then &2.&wp&, p1, and
&F &F (2.&wp)=2F (.)&F (wp).
Taking the supremum over all such ., we have
&F &2F +(wp)&F (wp)=F +(wp)+F &(wp). (4.5)
The combination of (4.4) and (4.5) yields &F &=F +(wp)+F &(wp). Now by
Theorem 4.1 there are finite positive Borel measures +1 and +2 such that
F +( f )=|
E*
f (x) +1(dx)
and
F &( f )=|
E*
f (x) +2(dx)
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for f # C . If we set &F=+1&+2 , then &F is a finite signed Borel measure
and, for f # C ,
F( f )=F ( f )=|
E*
f (x) &F (dx).
Let (gn) be the sequence of functions in C as given in the proof of
Theorem 4.1. Then we have
|
E*
e (12) |x|
2
&p |&F | (dx)= lim
n   |E* gn (x) |&F | (dx)
 lim
n   {|E* gn(x) +1(dx)+|E* gn (x) +2(dx)=
 lim
n  
[F +(gn)+F &(gn)]
F +(wp)+F &(wp)=&F &<.
Since |x|&p= for x # E*"E&p , the measurable support of &F must be
contained in E&p . K
To conclude this section we state the Riesz representation theorem for a
complex-valued bounded linear functional on the space C, c . The proof
follows immediately from Theorem 4.2.
4.3. Theorem. To each bounded linear functional F on C, c , there
corresponds a unique finite complex Borel measure &F such that
F(.)=|
E*
.(x) &F (dx),
for each . # C, c . Moreover, there exists p # N such that the measurable sup-
port of &F is contained in E&p and
|
E&p
e(12) |x|
2
&p |&F | (dx)<. (4.6)
4.4. Remark. It is clear that the map j : f  f is a continuous embed-
ding from A into C, c such that C*, c/A* . It is also true that
C*, c{A* . To see this, let y be a non-zero element in E* and let Fy be
defined by Fy(.)=(y, D.(y)) for . # A , where ( } , } ) denotes the pairing
of E* and E. Then Fy # A* , but Fy  C*, c . In the case that E=S, and
E*=S$, we conjecture that the white noise B4 (t) is not a complex measure
on S$; however, a rigorous proof is lacking.
To conclude this section, we give some examples.
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4.5. Example.
(a) Let f # L:(+) (:>1) and define
F(.)=|
E*
f (x) .(x) +(dx). (4.7)
Then we have
(i) There exists p so large that
|
E*
exp[ 12:$ |x|
2
&p] +(dx)<,
where :$=:(:&1).
(ii)
|F(.)|&.&, p & f (x)&L:(+) {|E* exp [ 12:$ |x| 2&p] +(dx)=
1:$
.
It follows from (ii) that F # Cp*. The signed measure associated with F is
clearly given by &F (x)= f (x) +(dx). More generally, if f is a function
satisfying
|
E*
| f (x)| e (12) |x|
2
&p+(dx)< (4.8)
for some p1, then the functional F defined by (4.7) is a functional lying
in Cp*. In fact, for such f we have
|F(.)|&.&, p {|E* | f (x)| e (12) |x|
2
&p+(dx)= .
Clearly, for :>1 all functions in L:(+) satisfy the condition (4.8) for some
p1.
(b) Let +t be the Gaussian measure with variance parameter t>0
and let ot (x, dy)=+1&e&2t (e&tx, dy). Then it is easy to see that +t and
ot (x, dy) satisfy the condition (4.6) for some p1 and hence they are
measures in C* .
(c) Let h # E"[0]. Then the Donsker $-function can be formally
defined by
$a(h )=
1
2? |

&
ei!(h &a) d!,
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where h (x)=(x, h). $a(h ) can be realized as a functional on A if we
define
(($a(h ), .)) =
1
2? |

&
e&ias&(12) s2 |h|2+.(ish) ds (4.9)
for . # A , where (( } , } )) denotes the pairing of A* and A . It can be
shown that
(($a(h ), .)) =
1
- 2? |h|
e &(12)(a2|h|2) |
E*
. \y& 1|h| 2 ((y, h)&a)h+ +(dy).
(4.10)
It follows from (4.7) that $a(h ) is a positive measure. Therefore $a(h ) # C .
It is easy to see that (4.10) also holds for every . # C .
Furthermore, if f # S$, then f (h ) may be defined by
(( f (h ), .))=((($u(h ), .)) , f[u]), (4.11)
where f[u] means that f acts on the test functions in the variable u. Then
it follows from (4.11) that f (h ) # C* if f # C0*(R1) (so that f can be repre-
sented by a finite signed measure).
In the case that h # H, one can choose a sequence [hn] of elements in E
such that hn  h in H. Then there exists a subsequence of [hn], still
denoted by [hn], such that h n  h a.e. (+). Then limn   f (h n) exists in
C* provided that f # C0*(R1). Define f (h ) by this limit. Then f (h ) # C* .
In particular $(h ) # C* for h # H. Thus (4.10) and (4.11) also hold for every
. # C . K
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